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Update: The Challenge of Progressive Unionism The Basics Of American Politics
There is no way to dam the torrent of historical hogwash that has engulfed us the past decade or so unless we arm people with the foundations.
Anderson: American experience is open to interpretation, but not the basic facts
Which means that the more Americans we hear from in the voting booth, the fairer and more representative the results. So, in my book, getting creative about restricting the ability to cast a ballot is ...
The Fight Over Voting Rights
American democracy, CNN concurred ... But our situation is what it is. If the basic trajectory of our national politics doesn

t change soon, progressives won

t have any other national ...

The End of American Politics
Between a pandemic that disproportionately affected the working poor and the Black Lives Matter movement, young people have begun embracing other political philosophies like socialism.
Last year drove young people to political poles, and influencers drew them in
Economic Challenge - For the last half-century, China has been a model of how a determined developing nation can mobilize its surplus ...
The U.S. Underestimates China s Economic Challenge at Its Own Peril
Former First Lady Rosalynn Carter is now 93, and former President Jimmy Carter is 96, making him the longest-living president in American history. This week, on July 7, marks their 75th wedding ...
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter reflect on 75 years of marriage, the state of American politics
One of the most fascinating and yet underappreciated episodes in American History is the Battle of Athens, which occurred in McMinn County, Tennessee in 1946, the only successful armed rebellion in ...
The Battle of Athens: An Obscure American Revolution
In 1906, in Hodges v. United States, a little-noticed, but highly impactful decision, the Supreme Court rebuffed an effort by the federal government to use the Thirteenth Amendment as a vehicle to ...
The 1906 Decision in Hodges v. United States Shows the Error of Leaving Fundamental Rights to the States
The National Reading Panel's guidance̶not instruction̶is to blame for students' low reading assessment scores, says a reading tutor.
The Politics of Reading Is Failing Students
and political inequalities between whites and nonwhites, especially African Americans.

Make no mistake: critical race theory is an attack on our country
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s core values. The American founding ...
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Back to basics
Cuba s symbolic capital accumulated in the aftermath of the revolution has been diminished by the recent wave of protests.
After Recent Protests, Cuba Will Not Be the Same
Modern-day ISIS in America is not just hellbent on obliterating the history of our Founding. They are also determined to destroy our more recent history ̶ both our darkest struggles and our most ...
Political zealots seek to erase MLK s history
The protests in Ferguson drew attention to the way that American public policy ... can justify denying them their basic rights and excluding them from the political process. Analysis by Brandon ...
Cruelty has long been a central part of US politics and who's defined as American and who isn't
Too often, the militant, radical history of Mexican American workers is omitted or forgotten. But from resisting racist exclusion to building CIO unions in the 1930s, Mexican American workers have ...
The Forgotten History of Mexican American Militancy
Earlier this year when his administration and congressional Democrats decided to jam through their

American Rescue Plan ... economists across the political spectrum cautioned President ...

Families won't be able to afford the basics, here's why
At a time when phonemic awareness and basic reading ... politics and political correctness, post-modern moral and ethical relativism, and the rejection of American patriotism and love for this ...
Mediocrity, politics and the primary purpose of education
far from contradicting his political conservatism, flowed from the same basic intuition about human finitude and the need to learn from experience. In this, he stood shoulder-to-shoulder with his ...
The Forgotten Genius of the Scots
Tory loyalty, in addition to demanding unquestioning adherence to the imperial connection, was exclusive. It was used both to distinguish Loyalists from the ...
Idea of Loyalty in Upper Canada, 1784-1850
In a feat of political ju-jitsu, TRUE advocates would label a wide range of liberal views as

racist

and
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sexist

then seek to banish those views.

